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METEOROLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT FOR TRAJECTORY BASED 
OPERATIONS 
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grant agreement No 699294 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
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Abstract  

 

This document presents the results of the simulations carried out to evaluate and assess the benefits 
of the concepts and solutions proposed in the TBO-Met project. The simulation activities are divided 
into five validation scenarios: VS1, VS2, VS3, VS4, and VS5. The first two, defined in Deliverable 4.3 [1], 
are devoted to validate the algorithms developed for trajectory planning at pre-tactical level (mid-term 
planning); the simulation results show that the values of the Key Validation Indicators follow the 
appropriate trends. Therefore, the robust trajectory planning concepts developed in TBO-Met are 
validated. VS3, also defined in Deliverable 4.3 [1], aims at validating the short-term trajectory 
prediction under the presence of uncertain convective cells. The simulation results show a good 
agreement between the predictions and the reality, thus validating the short-term concept. Finally, 
VS4 and VS5, defined in Deliverable 5.3 [2], are intended to validate the methodology and the analyses 
developed to study sector demand; the simulation results show that, in general, the Key Validation 
Indicators are above the thresholds defined and follow the appropriate trends. Therefore, the sector 
demand concepts developed in TBO-Met are validated as well. 
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1 Executive Summary 

In this deliverable, the results of the validation of the concepts proposed in TBO-Met are presented 
and analysed. The simulation activities are divided into five validation scenarios: VS1, VS2, VS3, VS4, 
and VS5. First, each scenario is analysed, on the one hand, using the algorithms developed in TBO-Met 
(leading to the prediction results) and, on the other hand, using the NAVSIM/USBGSim advanced air 
traffic simulator infrastructure of University of Salzburg (leading to the simulation results). Then, 
several Key Validation Indicators are computed (different from one validation scenario to each other), 
which compare both set of results and express, in a quantitative way, the success of the validation 
scenario considered. 

The aim of VS1 is to validate the concept of robust trajectory planning at pre-tactical level considering 
only wind uncertainties. One of the key ideas in TBO-Met project is that, at the mid-term planning 
level, a robust trajectory planning algorithm can be developed that takes into consideration the 
exposure to uncertain winds and penalizes the flight time dispersion multiplied by a constant called 
dispersion penalty parameter 𝑑𝑝. The concept to be validated in VS1 is that penalizing flight time 
dispersion leads to more predictable trajectories, although at the cost of additional flight time, in 
average. Four Key Validation Indicators are considered in VS1 and they are computed for different 
values of the dispersion penalty parameter. The results show that they follow the appropriate trends, 
that is, the more the flight time dispersion is penalized (i.e., the higher 𝑑𝑝), the more predictable the 
routes obtained are (the difference between the average prediction and simulation decreases) and the 
more average cost is had. Therefore, the concept for robust trajectory planning in the presence of wind 
uncertainties developed in TBO-Met is validated. 

VS2 is devoted to validate the concept of robust trajectory planning at pre-tactical level considering 
not only wind uncertainties, but also convective risk. Another key idea in TBO-Met is that, at the mid-
term planning level, a robust trajectory planning algorithm can be developed that takes into 
consideration the exposure to convective risk and penalizes a quantitative measure of such an 
exposure multiplied by a constant called convection penalty parameter 𝑐𝑝. Now, the concept to be 
validated in VS2 is that penalizing the exposure to convective risk leads to more predictable trajectories 
because, at the execution phase, these routes imply less storm avoidance manoeuvres; again, 
enhanced predictability comes, nevertheless, at the cost of additional flight time, in average. Seven 
Key Validation Indicators are considered in VS2, the same four indicators as in VS1 plus three additional 
ones. These are computed for different values of the convection penalty parameter. The results show 
that they follow the appropriate trends: the more the exposure to the convective risk is penalized, (i.e., 
the higher 𝑐𝑝), the more predictable the routes obtained are (the difference between the average 
prediction and simulation decreases), the less deviated are the executed trajectories, and the more 
average cost is had. Therefore, the concept for robust trajectory planning considering convective risk 
developed in TBO-Met is validated. 
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The aim of VS3 is to validate the short-term trajectory prediction considering the uncertain evolution 
of storms. Now, two TBO-Met concepts are to be validated in VS3. The first concept is that, in the 
presence of thunderstorm uncertainties, the trajectory can be properly predicted at tactical level (with 
some minutes in advance) by the algorithm developed in TBO-Met; in this algorithm a set of possible 
storm cell fields is synthetically generated and, then, a set of possible deviation trajectories (one per 
storm cell field) is obtained, which constitutes the short term trajectory prediction. The second concept 
is that the uncertainty of the tactical prediction of the trajectory decreases as the predictability of the 
aircraft trajectories increases. Four Key Validation Indicators are considered in VS3, which are related 
to the exit and entry times to/from an en-route ATC sector; they are computed for two values of the 
convection penalty parameter 𝑐𝑝. On the one hand, a good agreement between the predicted results 
and the simulation results is shown, thus validating the first concept. On the other hand, results show 
that the Key Validation Indicators follow the appropriate trends, that is, the more the exposure to 
convection risk is penalized (i.e., the higher 𝑐𝑝), the less uncertainty of the sector demand is had; 
therefore, the second concept indicated above is validated as well. 

VS4 is intended to validate the sector-demand prediction at pre-tactical level considering only wind 
uncertainties. Two TBO-Met concepts are to be validated in VS4: The first concept is that the sector 
demand can be satisfactorily predicted at pre-tactical level (one day before operation) when wind 
uncertainties are considered; the second concept is that the uncertainty of the pre-tactical prediction 
of the sector demand decreases as the predictability of the aircraft trajectories increases. In this 
validation scenario, four Key Validation Indicators are considered, two of them related to the entry 
count and two of them related to the occupancy count. They are computed for several values of the 
dispersion penalty parameter 𝑑𝑝 and of the duration of the time period 𝛿𝑡. On the one hand, the 
results show that the Key Validation Indicators are above the thresholds defined in the validation 
criteria, which implies a very good agreement between the predicted results and the simulation 
results, thus validating the first concept. On the other hand, results show that, in general (four out of 
six cases), the Key Validation Indicators follow the appropriate trends, that is, the more the flight time 
dispersion is penalized (i.e., the higher 𝑑𝑝), the less uncertainty of the sector demand is had; therefore, 
the second concept indicated above is partially validated. 

Finally, the aim of VS5 is to validate the sector-demand prediction at tactical level considering both 
convective risk and the uncertain evolution of storms. Now, again, two TBO-Met concepts are subject 
to validation: the first concept is that the sector demand can be properly predicted at tactical level 
(some minutes before operation) when thunderstorm uncertainties are considered; the second 
concept is that the uncertainty of the tactical prediction of the sector demand decreases as the 
predictability of the aircraft trajectories increases. Three Key Validation Indicators are considered in 
VS5, which are all related to the occupancy count. They are computed for several values of the 
convection penalty parameter 𝑐𝑝 and of the duration of the time period 𝛿𝑡. On the one hand, the 
results show that, as it happened in VS4, the Key Validation Indicators are above the thresholds defined 
in the validation criteria, which implies a very good agreement between the predicted results and the 
simulation results, thus validating the first concept. On the other hand, results show that, in all cases 
studied, the Key Validation Indicators follow the appropriate trends, that is, the more the exposure to 
convection risk is penalized (again, the higher 𝑐𝑝), the less uncertainty of the sector demand is had; 
therefore, the second concept indicated above is validated as well. 
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2 Introduction1 

As described in the Grant Agreement [3], the general objective of WP 6 is to evaluate and assess both 
the proposed trajectory planning concept under meteorological uncertainty and the resulting sector 
load aspects.  

According to the Project Management Plan [4], the concepts developed in TBO-Met are validated using 
an advanced air traffic simulator: The NAVSIM/USBGSim infrastructure of University of Salzburg, which 
has been adapted to simulate the TBO-Met scenarios. To perform the storm avoidance tasks, NAVSIM 
is linked to DIVMET (a storm avoidance tool owned by MeteoSolutions GmbH). These two elements 
are described next. 

 

2.1 NAVSIM Infrastructure 

The ATM/ATC/CNS Simulator NAVSIM/USBGSim is capable of simulating European air traffic based on 
specific reference days in the past (around 32.000 flights within 24 hours), being able to run as real-
time simulator and as fast-time simulator. It allows accurate simulation (i.e. runway-to-runway or gate-
to-gate) which is based on realistic worldwide air traffic extracted from EuroControl/Network Manager 
data, worldwide flight scheduled data, or any user flight plan data. Thereby, NAVSIM/USBGSim is using 
worldwide navigation data and considers aircraft performances, departure (SID), en-route (i.e. airway 
system, great circle, or 4D-trajectory), arrival (STAR), approach and final approach. NAVSIM/USBGSim 
is and may be used for evaluating future digital aeronautical communications, SESAR 4D-trajectory 
concepts, weather impact on ATM/ATC, wind-optimized routing, ATM performance, advanced Flexible 
Use of Airspace, UAV/UAS in non-segregated airspace, aircraft noise modelling, remote tower 
simulation, advanced airport operations and CDM/SWIM concepts, and future air traffic controller 
training featuring both voice and CPDLC communications. 

 

2.2 DIVMET Tool 

DIVMET is a storm avoidance tool that provides guidance for two-dimensional, horizontal navigation 
of an aircraft on an arbitrary prescribed flight level around or through adverse weather, in particular 
thunderstorms. Adverse weather is represented as impermeable polygons on vertically staggered 

                                                           

 

1 The opinions expressed herein reflect the author’s view only. Under no circumstances shall the SESAR Joint 
Undertaking be responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained herein. 
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horizontal planes. The model concept maps the joint decision making process of pilot and air traffic 
controller into an algorithm, which encompasses (1) the recognition of thunderstorms within the 
pilot’s field of view. The latter may consist either of the typical on-board weather radar display of 
varying range, or of the visible range determined by atmospheric conditions, or of the spatially 
unlimited “full view”. DIVMET then (2), in accordance with international flight rules, applies a minimum 
safety distance to any recognized adverse weather object, and (3) determines a reasonably short route 
not only around a single weather object but also through a whole field of them. Finally (4), DIVMET 
moves the aircraft along the previously determined diverted route. That movement may also be 
achieved by an externally coupled air traffic simulator, such as NAVSIM, which accounts for aircraft 
performance and enables to study weather and traffic effects. 

 

2.3 Validation scenarios 

To validate the methodologies developed in WP 4 and WP 5, five different scenarios have been defined 
(see deliverables D4.3 [3] and D5.3 [4]), namely, 

 VS1: to validate the robust flight-planning concept considering only wind uncertainties 

 VS2: to validate the robust flight-planning concept considering both wind uncertainties and 

convective risk 

 VS3: to validate the short-term trajectory prediction considering the uncertain evolution of 

storms 

 VS4: to validate the sector-demand prediction at pre-tactical level considering only wind 

uncertainties 

 VS5: to validate the sector-demand prediction at tactical level considering both convective risk 

and the uncertain evolution of storms 

The descriptions of the scenarios and the corresponding validation analyses are included in the 
following sections of this document (Sections 3 to 7). 

 

2.4 Acronyms and Terminology 

Term Definition 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATM Air Traffic Management 

BADA  Base of Aircraft Data 

CNS Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance 

𝑐𝑝 Convection penalty parameter 

DF Total distance flown 
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List of mathematical sets used 

 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆2 Set of 𝑐𝑝 values in VS2 

 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3 Set of 𝑐𝑝 values in VS3 

 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Set of 𝑐𝑝 values in VS5 

 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆1 Set of 𝑑𝑝 values in VS1 

 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4 Set of 𝑑𝑝 values in VS4 

 ℱ𝑉𝑆1 Set of flights in VS1 

 ℱ𝑉𝑆2 Set of flights in VS2 

 𝒫𝑖,𝐸,𝑉𝑆3 Set of predictions considered in VS3 related to the entry time 

 𝒫𝑖,𝑋,𝑉𝑆3 Set of predictions considered in VS3 related to the exit time 

 𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Set of time periods in VS5 

 𝒫60,𝑉𝑆4 Set of time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =60 minutes in VS4 

 𝒫30,𝑉𝑆4 Set of time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =30 minutes in VS4 

 𝒫10,𝑉𝑆4 Set of time periods for 𝛿𝑡 =10 minutes in VS4 

 𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Set of time periods for each prediction in VS5 

 𝒫𝒯𝑉𝑆5 Set of prediction times in VS5 

 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Set of 𝛿𝑡 values in VS4 

𝑑𝑝 Dispersion penalty parameter 

𝐸 Entry count 

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

EPS Ensemble Prediction System 

FC Total fuel consumption 

FT Total flight time 

GLAMEPS HIRLAM/ALADIN Grand Limited Area Model EPS 

H Nowcast horizon 

KVI Key Validation Indicator 

𝑂 Occupancy count 

TBO Trajectory Based Operations 

TF Total number of track modifications 

VS Validation Scenario 

WP Work Package 

 𝛿𝑡 Duration of the time period 
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3 Validation Scenario 1 

3.1 Description 

As stated in Deliverable 4.3 [1], the aim of Validation Scenario 1 (VS1) is to validate the robust flight-
planning concept developed in Task 4.1 and included in Deliverable 4.1 [5]. In particular, in VS1 only 
wind uncertainties are considered. In the context of VS1, we only considered planning at pre-tactical 
level (mid-term planning; in this context, roughly one day before departure). Neither convection, nor 
storms are considered. 

At the mid-term planning level, robust trajectory planning algorithms can be developed that take into 
consideration the exposure to uncertain winds, considering a dispersion penalty parameter 𝑑𝑝 (please 
refer to [5]). The concept to be validated would read as follows: the higher the 𝑑𝑝 value, the less 
exposure to wind uncertainties and thus the more predictable the trajectory. Thus, the idea of VS1 is 
to actually measure that the higher this 𝑑𝑝 value is, the more predictable the trajectory would be. This 
would be of course at the cost of additional flight time –and thus additional fuel consumption-. 

VS1 considers the demand of an extended area of ATC sector LECMSAU for a whole day, 01 September 
2016 (from 00:00 to 24:00), when predicted the day before, 31 August (at 00:00). The demand 
considered in VS1 is retrieved from Eurocontrol’s DDR2 (using NEST software) and is composed by a 
total number of 1392 flights. The meteorological uncertainty is retrieved from the European Centre 
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. In particular, the weather forecast ECMWF-EPS, composed of 
50 perturbed members and 1 control member, is used. Please, refer to [1] for additional information. 

The Key Validation Indicators (KVIs) considered in VS1 are presented in Table 1. These KVIs are 
computed in accordance with Deliverable 4.3 [1] for five different values of the dispersion penalty 

𝑑𝑝 ∈  𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆1. Notice that indicators ∆𝐹𝑇𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 and ∆𝐹𝐶𝑖,𝑗

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛(defined in [1]) are used to compute the 

indicators included in Table 1. 
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Table 1. VS1: Key Validation Indicators 

Key Validation Indicator Description 

∆𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

    ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆1 Difference between the simulated Flight Time and the 
average predicted (at mid-term) Flight Time averaged 
over all flights in VS1 and for each 𝑑𝑝 parameter. 

∆𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

    ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆1. Difference between the simulated Fuel Consumption and 
the average predicted (at mid-term) Fuel Consumption 
averaged over all flights in VS1 and for each 𝑑𝑝 
parameter. 

𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

    ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆1 Simulated Flight Time averaged over all flights in VS1 for 
each 𝑑𝑝 parameter 

𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

    ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆1 Simulated Fuel Consumption averaged over all flights in 
VS1 for each 𝑑𝑝 parameter 

 

 

3.2 Results 

The results we present herein are as follows: 

1. On the one hand we present quantitative indicators corresponding to the trade-off between 
dispersion and efficiency of the predicted trajectories. 

2. On the other hand, we fly the predicted trajectories using NAVSIM under realized winds 
(considering the weather realization to be the Reanalysis data), presenting the different KVIs 
defined in [1]. 

 

3.2.1 Dispersion vs. efficiency trade-off in the predicted trajectories 

For all flights in VS1 (1392), and according to the routes provided by the robust trajectory predictor, 
we present dispersion values for the different 𝑑𝑝 values in Figure 1. Quantitative values can be 
consulted in Table 2. It can be readily seen that predicted dispersions systematically decrease as the 
𝑑𝑝 parameter increases. Nevertheless, such dispersion reduction comes at the cost of an extra-
expected flight time (and thus, associated extra fuel consumption). These values can be consulted in 
Figure 2 and Table 3. 
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Figure 1. VS1: Flight dispersion vs. 𝑑𝑝 box plot 

 

Table 2. VS1: Quantitative values of flight dispersion (sec), for different percentiles 

 mean P90 P75 P50 P25 

𝑑𝑝 =0 308.47 476.0 373.0 285.0 209.0 

𝑑𝑝 =5 252.60 386.0 298.0 233.0 184.0 

𝑑𝑝 =10 233.59 349.0 277.0 213.0 171.0 

𝑑𝑝 =15 221.31 327.0 262.25 202.5 162.0 

𝑑𝑝 =20 211.2 308.9 251.0 193.0 155.0 
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Figure 2. VS1: Expected flight times vs. 𝑑𝑝 box plot 

 

Table 3. VS1: Quantitative values of expected flight times (sec), for different percentiles 

 Mean P90 P75 P50 P25 

𝑑𝑝 =0 11755.97 25946.82 13059.75 8379.4 6968.95 

𝑑𝑝 =5 11866.92 26168.4 13240.56 8502.21 7024.18 

𝑑𝑝 =10 11997.89 26442.66 13377.69 8658.72 7111.79 

𝑑𝑝 =15 12146.93 26540.48 13571.87 8842.72 7179.33 

𝑑𝑝 =20 12320.73 26808.61 13733.75 8932.66 7288.06 

 

In aggregated terms, considering for instance P90 values (percentile 90), dispersion reduction (from 
𝑑𝑝 =0 to 𝑑𝑝 =10) is slightly over 2 minutes at a cost of 500 sec of extra flight. 

Focusing for instance in the “worst” flight (that with the highest dispersion - flight LSZH-KMIA), the 
predicted dispersion would be reduced from nearly 20 minutes to roughly 10 minutes just by setting 
the 𝑑𝑝 parameter to 10 (instead of 𝑑𝑝 =0) at an extra flight time (in median terms) of 2000 sec. This 
can be readily observed in Figure 3. Notice please that Figure 3 representation includes the 50 
predicted flight times (considering the 50 members of the EPS) for flight LSZH-KMIA. Dispersion values 
would be obtained considering the difference between the maximum and the minimum values. 
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Figure 3. VS1: Predicted flight times for flight LSZH-KMIA considering all the members in the EPS 

 

3.2.2 Flight realizations using NAVSIM 

We present in Table 4 aggregated KVIs (defined in Table 1). These results show that, in average and for 
this particular scenario, by increasing the 𝑑𝑝 parameter the trajectory becomes more predictable: 

∆𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 and ∆𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 decrease, at an increasing cost: 𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 and 𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 increase.  

Table 4. VS1: Aggregated KVIs 

 ∆𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (s) ∆𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (𝑘𝑔) 𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (s) 𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (kg) 

𝑑𝑝 =0 88 74 11744 11345 

𝑑𝑝 =5 85 71 11860 11447 

𝑑𝑝 =10 83 69 11993 11561 

𝑑𝑝 =15 81 67 12147 11686 

𝑑𝑝 =20 81 66 12321 11820 
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3.3 Final comments 

According to Section 3.2.1, we can conclude that the robust trajectory planning algorithm works 
properly when providing flight plans that are more predictable at the cost of being (in average) more 
costly (in terms of flight time and fuel consumption). Indirect savings of this increase in predictability 
(reduction in time-buffers, fuel reserves, holdings, tactical ATFM regulations, etc.) have not been 
assessed in TBO-Met and remain as future work. 

According to Section 3.2.2, we show that, in average and for this particular scenario, by increasing the 
𝑑𝑝 parameter the trajectory becomes more predictable. Note however that these aggregated KVI 
results show the appropriate trends even though the weather realization (Reanalysis data) might be 
or not within the prediction provided by the EPS in different geographical areas, thus affecting 
differently all flights (and even the same flight for different 𝑑𝑝 values).  
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4 Validation Scenario 2 

4.1 Description 

The aim of VS2 is to validate the robust flight-planning concept also developed in Task 4.1, see 
Deliverable 4.1 [5]. In this case, both wind uncertainties and convective risk are considered. In the 
context of VS2, we also consider robust planning at pre-tactical level (mid-term planning; in this 
context, roughly one day before departure). However, the simulator to be used –NAVSIM- would 
implement functionality to avoid storms –considered to be deterministic realizations- during the 
execution of the flight. 

At the mid-term planning level, robust trajectory planning algorithms can be developed that take into 
consideration the exposure to convective risk. This can be taken into account considering a convection 
penalty parameter 𝑐𝑝 (please refer to [5]). The concept would read as follows: the higher the 𝑐𝑝 value, 
the less exposure to convective risk and thus the more predictable the trajectory. Thus, the idea of VS2 
is to actually measure that the higher this 𝑐𝑝 value is, the more predictable the trajectory would be. 
This would of course be at the cost of additional flight time –and hence additional fuel consumption-. 

VS2 considers the demand of an extended area over ATC sector LECBLVU for a whole day, 19 December 
2016 (from 06:00 to 13:00), when predicted the day of operations. The demand considered in VS2 is 
retrieved from Eurocontrol’s DDR2 (using NEST software), and it corresponds to the last filed flight 
plans from the airlines (i.e., initial trajectories, according to NEST nomenclature). According to NEST 
data, the demand considered in VS2 is composed by a total number of 351 flights. Recall that in VS2, 
both wind uncertainties and convective phenomena are taken into account. The meteorological 
uncertainty is retrieved from the following forecasts: the ECMWF-EPS, composed of 50 perturbed 
members and 1 control member, and the GLAMEPS, composed of 48 perturbed members and 4 control 
members. Please, refer to Deliverable 4.3 [1] for additional information. 

The Key Validation Indicators considered in VS2 are presented in Table 5. These KVIs are computed in 
accordance with Deliverable 4.3 [1] for five different values of the convection penalty 𝑐𝑝 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆2. 

Notice that indicators ∆𝐹𝑇𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛, ∆𝐹𝐶𝑖,𝑗

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛, ∆𝐷𝐹𝑖,𝑗, and ∆𝑇𝐹𝑖,𝑗 (defined in [1]) are used to compute the 

indicators in Table 5, and also notice that ∆𝑇𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (defined in [1]) has turned out to be unnecessary 

once 𝑇𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 is computed. 
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Table 5. VS2: Key Validation Indicators 

Key Validation Indicator Description 

∆𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

   ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆2 Difference between the simulated Flight Time and the 
average predicted (at mid-term) Flight Time averaged over 
all flights in VS2 and for each 𝑐𝑝 parameter. 

∆𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆2. Difference between the simulated Fuel Consumption and 
the average predicted (at mid-term) Fuel Consumption 
averaged over all flights in VS2 and for each 𝑐𝑝 parameter. 

∆𝐷𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

   ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆2 Difference between the simulated distance flown and the 
predicted (at mid-term) distance flown averaged over all 
flights in VS2 and for each 𝑐𝑝 parameter. 

𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆2 Simulated Flight Time averaged over all flights in VS2 for 
each 𝑐𝑝 parameter 

𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

    ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆2  Simulated Fuel Consumption averaged over all flights in 
VS2 for each 𝑐𝑝 parameter 

𝐷𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆2 Simulated Distance Flown averaged over all flights in VS2 
for each 𝑐𝑝 parameter 

𝑇𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

    ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆2 Simulated number of nominal path deviations averaged 
over all flights in VS2 for each 𝑐𝑝 parameter 

 

4.2 Results 

The results we present herein are as follows: 

1. On the one hand, we present quantitative indicators corresponding to the trade-off between 
exposure to convection and efficiency of the predicted trajectories. 

2. On the other hand, we fly the predicted trajectories using NAVSIM and under realized winds 
(considering the weather realization to be the Reanalysis data) and also subject to realized 
storms (considering the Nowcasts at prediction time equal to zero), presenting the different 
KVIs defined in [1]. 

 

4.2.1 Exposure to convection vs. efficiency trade-off in the predicted 
trajectories 

For all flights in VS2, and according to the routes provided by the robust trajectory predictor, in Figure 
4 we present exposure to convection values (measured in equivalent distance2) for different values of 

                                                           

 

2 By equivalent distance we mean the distance flown over a region with probability of convection equal to one. 
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𝑐𝑝. Quantitative values can be consulted in Table 6. It can be readily seen that predicted exposure to 
convection systematically decreases as the 𝑐𝑝 parameter increases. Nevertheless, such reduction in 
exposure to convection comes at the cost of an extra-expected flight time (and thus, associated extra 
fuel consumption). These values can be consulted in Figure 5 and Table 7. 

 

Figure 4. VS2: Exposure to convection vs. 𝑐𝑝 box plot 

 
Table 6. VS2: Quantitative values of exposure to convection (e-km), for different percentiles 

 Mean P90 P75 P50 P25 

𝑐𝑝 =0 s/m 414.9 736.5 539.2 349.1 239.9 

𝑐𝑝 =0.005 s/m 365.8 674.4 466.5 310.4 220.4 

𝑐𝑝 =0.010 s/m 340.2 632.1 431.8 294.8 208.2 

𝑐𝑝 =0.015 s/m 326.6 615.1 417.0 278.5 198.4 

𝑐𝑝 =0.020 s/m 316.6 600.3 397.5 270.8 193.8 
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Figure 5. VS2: Expected flight times vs. 𝑐𝑝 box plot 

 

Table 7. VS2: Quantitative values of expected flight times (sec), for different percentiles  

 mean P90 P75 P50 P25 

𝑐𝑝 =0 s/m 8222.7 13509.1 8716.3 6829.3 5483.6 

𝑐𝑝 =0.005 s/m 8316.9 13945.5 8767.7 6860.2 5525.2 

𝑐𝑝 =0.010 s/m 8505.8 14820.2 8908.5 6920.1 5614.4 

𝑐𝑝 =0.015 s/m 8680.3 15002.8 9222.6 6986.1 5701.3 

𝑐𝑝 =0.020 s/m 8868.5 15150.0 9877.8 7087.8 5716.4 

 

In aggregated terms, considering for instance P75 values (percentile 75), exposure to convection 
reduction (from 𝑐𝑝 =0 to 𝑐𝑝 =0.010 s/m) is slightly over 110 e-km at a cost of roughly 3 minutes of 
extra flight. 

For the worst-case flight, a flight Punta Cana-Munich, the exposure to convection for the minimum 
expected time flight (𝑐𝑝 = 0) is around 1700 e-km. For values of 𝑐𝑝 different than zero, e.g. 𝑐𝑝 =
0.005 s/m, the exposure to convection decreases drastically, becoming close to zero. See the two 
routes in Figure 6. 
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𝑐𝑝 = 0 𝑐𝑝 = 0.005 s/m 

Figure 6. VS2: Flight Punta Cana-Munich 

 

4.2.2 Flight realizations 

In Table 8 and Table 9, we present aggregated KVIs defined in Table 5 under weather realization. Please 
refer to Deliverable 4.3 [1] for details on KVIs. Recall that FT, FC, TF, and DF denote: 

 Total flight time (FT) 

 Total fuel consumption (FC) 

 Total number of track modifications from the nominal path (TF) 

 Total distance flown (DF)  

Recall also that ∆𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

  (idem for other variables mutatis mutandi), denotes the difference between 

the expected predicted flight time (the mean value) and the realized flight time (according to 
Reanalysis data and encountered storms) averaged for all flights.  

Note that in Table 9 TF denotes the total number of advisories (due to storms) in each scenario (i.e., 
for different 𝑐𝑝 values). The column labelled “# A/C with TF”, denotes the total number of aircraft 
affected by one (or more) advisories.  

Table 8. VS2: Aggregated KVIs (1) 

 ∆𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (s) ∆𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (𝑘𝑔) ∆𝐷𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (m) 𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (s) 𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (kg) 𝐷𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 (km) 

𝑐𝑝 =0 s/m 93.7 102.1 4258.0 8185 6181 1927 

𝑐𝑝 =0.005 s/m 91.1 102.0 3250.9 8275 6256 1950 

𝑐𝑝 =0.010 s/m 81.2 97.1 2731.8 8459 6397 1992 

𝑐𝑝 =0.015 s/m 77.4 96.4 2309.0 8630 6516 2030 

𝑐𝑝 =0.020 s/m 74.1 96.2 2440.5 8816 6639 2073 
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Table 9. VS2: Aggregated KVIs (2) 

 𝑇𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 𝑇𝐹𝑗  # A/C with TF km flown per aircraft 
in Cb avoidance track 

𝑐𝑝 =0 s/m 0.375 121 93 74.2 

𝑐𝑝 =0.005 s/m 0.301 97 72 44 

𝑐𝑝 =0.010 s/m 0.273 88 69 34.9 

𝑐𝑝 =0.015 s/m 0.273 88 65 33.4 

𝑐𝑝 =0.020 s/m 0.279 90 68 30.4 

 

In quantitative terms, and comparing for instance 𝑐𝑝 =0 and 𝑐𝑝 =0.010 s/m scenarios (see Table 8 
and Table 9), we observe how the number of advisories is reduced from 121 to 88, reducing also the 
aircraft affected from 93 to 69 (notice that a single aircraft might be affected by more than one 
advisories along its route), and the per-aircraft km flown in Cb avoidance manoeuvre from 74.2 to 34.9. 
This comes at a cost of extra flight time (275 sec in average), extra fuel consumption (215 kg in 
average), and extra-distance flown (roughly 65 km in average).  

Moreover, it can be readily seen that the predictability is increased, since ∆𝐹𝑇𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

, ∆𝐹𝐶𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

, and 

∆𝐷𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

 decrease as 𝑐𝑝 parameter increases. This is of course due to the fact that the higher 𝑐𝑝, the 

lower the number of advisories, and thus the deviations from the planned route. 

In the case of the ∆𝐷𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑔

there is a clear decreasing trend (as 𝑐𝑝 grows), nevertheless the behaviour 

is not systematic (e.g., between 𝑐𝑝 =0.015 s/m and 𝑐𝑝 =0.020 s/m). The rationale is as follows: in 
some cases, when avoiding Cbs, the nominal track is short-cut, and thus the distance reduced. 
However, in most cases is the other way around. 

 

4.3 Final comments 

According to Section 4.2.1, we can conclude that the robust trajectory predictor works properly when 
providing flight plans that are more predictable (by reducing exposure to areas of convection) at the 
cost of being (in average) more costly (in terms of flight time and fuel consumption). Other indirect 
savings of this increase in predictability (reduction in time-buffers, fuel reserves, holdings, tactical 
ATFM regulations, etc.) have not been assessed in TBO-Met and remain as future work. 

According to Section 4.2.2, we show that, in average and for this particular scenario, by increasing the 
𝑐𝑝 parameter the trajectory becomes more predictable. Moreover, significant reductions of storm 
encounters (and thus storm avoidance manoeuvres) have also been shown, which have positive impact 
on safety and traffic complexity. 
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5 Validation Scenario 3 

5.1 Description 

The aim of VS3 is to validate the short-term trajectory prediction under the presence of uncertain 
convective cells, and the reduction of the uncertainty of the trajectory prediction when the convection 
risk of the aircraft trajectories is decreased. The algorithms were developed in Task 4.2 and presented 
in Deliverable 4.2 [6]. In this validation scenario, only uncertainty on the location of the centroids of 
the individual storm cells is considered.  

During the 3rd Steering Board meeting it was agreed that, to take advantage of having similar scenarios, 
the validations be performed in the following order: first, VS1 and VS4; second, VS2 and VS5; and finally 
VS3. After validating VS5, it was recognised that VS3 could be validated making use of the simulations 
performed in VS5, which would reduce the time required to complete Deliverable D6.1, and that is 
what was agreed among the partners. Since this change has required the definition of new Key 
Validation Indicators, with respect to those defined in Deliverable 4.3 [1], the new definitions are 
included next in this section. 

The validation in VS3 is based on the comparison between the multiple possible deviation trajectories 
provided by the trajectory predictor and the real trajectory followed by the aircraft (the one that would 
happen in the real world). In particular, the validation is based on the comparison between the 
predicted entry and exit times to/from the sector and the true times obtained by NAVSIM. 

In VS3, the LECBLVU en-route ATC sector and 234 flights are considered. The traffic is analysed on 19 
December 2016, from 07:30 to 11:00, the time period most affected by the storm activity. The 
reference routes of the flights are obtained for two different values of the convection penalty 
parameter 𝑐𝑝 = 0 and 0.005 s/m (without and with improved convection risk, respectively); in both 
cases the dispersion penalty parameter is set to 𝑑𝑝 = 0.  

For each flight, a prediction is performed at regular time steps, every 10 minutes, according to the 
release of AEMET Nowcasts. Each prediction is composed of up to 31 possible deviation trajectories. 
The maximum Nowcast lead-time which DIVMET considers to calculate the deviation trajectories is 
fixed to 𝐻 = 60 minutes. In case that the reference route does not cross any storm cell, then no 
deviations are required and all the deviations are identical to the reference route. Predicted entry and 
exit times are obtained when a predicted deviation trajectory crosses the ATC sector.  

For the computation of Key Validation Indicators in this scenario, a subset of all the predictions 
performed in VS5 is considered. In particular, those predictions that meet the following criteria are 
considered:  
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 predictions of flights that do cross the sector in the simulation performed by NAVSIM, since 
true entry and exit times are to be compared with the predictions; 

 predictions that foresee that the flight will enter or exit the sector, since predicted entry and 
exit times are to be compared with the true ones; 

 predictions composed of deviation trajectories different from the reference route, because 
the aim of this scenario is to validate the trajectory predictor when subject to the presence of 
uncertain convective cells; and 

 predictions performed between 15 minutes before the flight enters the sector (in accordance 
with the forecasting horizon defined in VS5) and until the flight leaves the sector, heading 
towards its destination.  

Additionally, because the aim of the scenario is the validation of the trajectory prediction when subject 
to the presence of uncertainty, the following criterion is also considered for the computation of KVIs 
related to the entry time 

 predictions which provide dispersion on the predicted entry time,  

and, analogously, for indicators related to the exit time 

 predictions which provide dispersion on the predicted exit time. 

Let us consider the following sets: 

 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3 = {𝑐𝑝0, 𝑐𝑝0.005}   Set of 𝑐𝑝 values in VS3, 

 𝒫𝑖,𝐸,𝑉𝑆3 = {𝑃𝑖,𝐸,1, 𝑃𝑖,𝐸,2, … , 𝑃𝑖,𝐸,𝑚𝐸,𝑖
}   Set of predictions considered for 𝑐𝑝 value 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3) 

and for the computation of indicators related to the entry time, 

 𝒫𝑖,𝑋,𝑉𝑆3 = {𝑃𝑖,𝑋,1, 𝑃𝑖,𝑋,2, … , 𝑃𝑖,𝑋,𝑚𝑋,𝑖
}   Set of predictions considered for 𝑐𝑝 value 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3) 

and for the computation of indicators related to the exit time, 

where 𝑚𝐸,𝑖 and 𝑚𝑋,𝑖 are the number of predictions considered, the ones that meet the above criteria. 
In particular, 𝑚𝐸,0 = 53 and 𝑚𝑋,0 = 148 predictions for 𝑐𝑝 = 0, and 𝑚𝐸,0.005 = 44 and 𝑚𝑋,0.005 =
122 predictions for 𝑐𝑝 = 0.005 s/m. Notice that each prediction corresponds to a particular flight, and 
that two or more predictions performed at different time instants may refer to the same flight. 

Let us consider the following variables: 

 𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀: entry time computed by NAVSIM for the flight corresponding to prediction 𝑗 (𝑗 ∈

𝒫𝑖,𝐸,𝑉𝑆3) and for 𝑐𝑝 value 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3), 

 𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀: exit time computed by NAVSIM for the flight corresponding to prediction 𝑘 (𝑘 ∈

𝒫𝑖,𝑋,𝑉𝑆3) and for 𝑐𝑝 value 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3), 

 𝑡�̅�,𝑖,𝑗
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑, 𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 : average, maximum, and minimum, respectively, predicted entry 

time of prediction 𝑗 (𝑗 ∈ 𝒫𝑖,𝐸,𝑉𝑆3) and for 𝑐𝑝 value 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3), and 

 𝑡�̅�,𝑖,𝑗
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑, 𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 , 𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 : average, maximum, and minimum, respectively, predicted exit time 

of prediction 𝑘 (𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝑖,𝑋,𝑉𝑆3) and for 𝑐𝑝 value 𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3). 
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Individual and aggregated dispersions of the predictions will be useful in the analysis of the indicators 

Δ𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗,𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑       ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3,   ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒫𝑖,𝐸,𝑉𝑆3, 

Δ𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗,𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑       ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3,   ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝑖,𝑋,𝑉𝑆3, 

Δ𝑡𝐸,𝑖
𝐴𝑣𝑔

= ∑
Δ𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗

𝑚𝐸,𝑖
𝑗∈𝒫𝑖,𝐸,𝑉𝑆3

      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3, 

Δ𝑡𝑋,𝑖
𝐴𝑣𝑔

= ∑
Δ𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗

𝑚𝑋,𝑖
𝑘∈𝒫𝑖,𝑋,𝑉𝑆3

      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3 . 

Finally, in Table 10 the Key Validation Indicators used in VS3 are defined. They compare the entry/exit 
times computed by NAVSIM with the predicted values. They are similar to those identified in VS1 and 
VS2.  

Table 10. VS3: Key Validation Indicators 

Key Validation Indicator Description 

δ𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗    ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3,   ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒫𝑖,𝐸,𝑉𝑆3 Difference between the simulated entry time and the 
average predicted entry time provided by one prediction. 

δ𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗   ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3,   ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝑖,𝑋,𝑉𝑆3. Difference between the simulated exit time and the 
average predicted exit time provided by one prediction. 

δ𝑡𝐸,𝑖
𝐴𝑣𝑔

   ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3 Difference between the simulated entry time and the 
average predicted entry time averaged over all 
predictions. 

δ𝑡𝑋,𝑖
𝐴𝑣𝑔

   ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3 Difference between the simulated exit time and the 
average predicted exit time averaged over all predictions. 

 

The mathematical expressions of the indicators are the following: 

δ𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗 = |𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀 − 𝑡�̅�,𝑖,𝑗

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑|      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3,   ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝒫𝑖,𝐸,𝑉𝑆3, 

δ𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗 = |𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑆𝐼𝑀 − 𝑡�̅�,𝑖,𝑗

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑|      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3,   ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝑖,𝑋,𝑉𝑆3, 

δ𝑡𝐸,𝑖
𝐴𝑣𝑔

= ∑
δ𝑡𝐸,𝑖,𝑗

𝑚𝐸,𝑖
𝑗∈𝒫𝑖,𝐸,𝑉𝑆3

      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3, 

δ𝑡𝑋,𝑖
𝐴𝑣𝑔

= ∑
δ𝑡𝑋,𝑖,𝑗

𝑚𝑋,𝑖
𝑘∈𝒫𝑖,𝑋,𝑉𝑆3

      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆3. 

Next, the results of this validation exercise are presented. 
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5.2 Results 

The results presented herein are as follows: 

1. On the one hand, the trade-off between dispersion and efficiency of the predicted trajectories 
is quantified. 

2. On the other hand, the predicted trajectories are flown using NAVSIM under realized winds 
(considering the weather realization to be the Reanalysis data), presenting the different KVIs 
defined in Section 5.1. 

 

5.2.1 Dispersion vs. efficiency trade-off in the predicted trajectories 

The dispersion of the entry and the exit times is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 for the two different 
values of 𝑐𝑝, and quantitative values are provided in Table 11 and Table 12. It can be seen that, for 
both times, the average values are about 100-200 seconds and the maximum ones are about 1000 
seconds.  

 

Figure 7. VS3: Dispersion in the prediction of the entry time 
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Figure 8. VS3: Dispersion in the prediction of the exit time 

It can be also observed that for both times the dispersion is reduced when 𝑐𝑝 increases. For example, 
considering P75 values (percentile 75), the dispersion in the entry time is reduced from 336.3 to 92.0 
seconds, and the dispersion in the exit time from 106.5 to 62.0 seconds. As it was shown in VS2, this 
dispersion reduction comes at the cost of an extra-expected flight time (and thus, associated extra fuel 
consumption).  

Table 11. VS3: Quantitative values of dispersion in the entry time (sec), for different percentiles 

 Mean P90 P75 P50 P25 

𝑐𝑝 =0 s/m 206.5 844.2 336.3 19.8 3.7 

𝑐𝑝 =0.005 s/m 143.6 510.1 92.0 9.1 0.9 

 

Table 12. VS3: Quantitative values of dispersion in the exit time (sec), for different percentiles 

 Mean P90 P75 P50 P25 

𝑐𝑝 =0 s/m 109.7 437.9 106.5 22.3 7.8 

𝑐𝑝 =0.005 s/m 108.1 472.0 62.0 19.4 6.4 
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5.2.2 Flight realizations 

The difference between the true times computed by NAVSIM and the average predicted times are 
shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, and quantitative values are provided in Table 13 and Table 14. It can 
be seen that the average differences are about 20-30 seconds, smaller than the average values of the 
dispersions presented in the previous section (about 100-200 seconds); thus, in average the reality is 
encompassed by the prediction. This indicates a good agreement between the predictions and the 
reality, further supported by the good results obtained in VS5. 

It can be also observed that for both times the differences are reduced when 𝑐𝑝 increases (except for 
the entry time and percentile 25, for which it is slightly higher). For example, considering P75 values 
(percentile 75), the average error in the entry time is reduced from 23.3 to 10.0 seconds, and the 
average error in the exit time from 40.8 to 28.3 seconds. This reinforces the conclusions of VS2: 
reducing the convection risk during the trajectory planning phase reduces the flight uncertainties. 

 

Figure 9. VS3: Difference between the true and average predicted entry time 
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Figure 10. VS3: Difference between the true and the average predicted exit time 

 

Table 13. VS3: Quantitative values of difference between the true and average predicted entry time 
(sec), for different percentiles 

 Mean P90 P75 P50 P25 

𝑐𝑝 =0 s/m 31.3 134.0 23.3 4.0 1.1 

𝑐𝑝 =0.005 s/m 23.2 86.0 10.0 3.2 1.2 

 

Table 14. VS3: Quantitative values of difference between the true and average predicted exit time 
(sec), for different percentiles 

 Mean P90 P75 P50 P25 

𝑐𝑝 =0 s/m 39.5 113.8 40.8 9.7 3.7 

𝑐𝑝 =0.005 s/m 30.8 73.5 28.3 7.8 3.4 
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5.3 Final comments 

According to the results presented in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, it can be concluded that the short-term 
trajectory prediction under the presence of uncertain convective cells works properly. In average and 
for this particular scenario, it has been shown that the errors in the predictions are encompassed by 
the dispersions, indicating a good agreement between the predictions and the reality. 

Also, it has been shown that the robust trajectory planning developed in Task 4.1 works properly. By 
increasing the 𝑐𝑝 parameter, it reduces the exposure to areas of convection and provides more 
predictable trajectories. As it was shown in Section 4, this comes at the cost of being more costly in 
terms of average flight time and fuel consumption. 
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6 Validation Scenario 4 

6.1 Description 

As stated in Deliverable 5.3 [2], the aim of Validation Scenario 4 (VS4) is to validate: 

1) the prediction of the sector demand at pre-tactical level (one day in advance) when wind 
uncertainties are considered, and 

2) the reduction of the uncertainty of the sector demand when the predictability of the aircraft 
trajectories is increased. 

The validation is based on the comparison between the predicted sector demand and the true demand 
(the one that would happen in the real world) for a given ATC sector, set of flights, and time frame. 
The routes followed by the flights are obtained from the trajectory planning algorithms developed in 
Task 4.1 [5].  

On the one hand, the predicted demand is obtained according to the methodology developed in 
Task 5.1 [7] and from the different predicted arrival times obtained during the process of trajectory 
planning [5], based on Ensemble Prediction Systems (EPS); therefore, the predicted demand consists 
of as many values of either entry count or occupancy count as weather ensemble members. On the 
other hand, the true demand is derived from the true arrival times, computed by NAVSIM and obtained 
when the aircraft fly the routes subject to the best estimate of the real atmosphere, the meteorological 
Reanalysis.  

In VS4, the LECMSAU en-route ATC sector and 312 flights are considered. The demand is analysed for 
a whole day, 01 September 2016, from 00:00 to 24:00, and the prediction is performed the day before, 
31 August, at 00:00. The routes of the flights are obtained for two different values of the dispersion 
penalty parameter 𝑑𝑝: 𝑑𝑝 = 0 and 20 (without and with improved predictability, respectively). In both 
cases the convection penalty parameter is set to 𝑐𝑝 = 0. A complete description of the scenario is 
provided in Deliverable D5.3 [2]. Note that the number of considered flights is different than the 
number of flights defined in Deliverable 5.3, because during the simulations an error in the definition 
of the scenario was detected and fixed, leading to a different number of flights suitable for the 
validation task. The final list of flights is given in Appendix A. 

In this validation scenario, the Key Validation Indicators of the entry count, %𝐸𝑖,𝑗 and 𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗, and of the 

occupancy count, %𝑂𝑖,𝑗 and 𝛿𝑂𝑖,𝑗, are computed in accordance with Deliverable D5.3 [2] for several 

values of the dispersion penalty 𝑑𝑝 and of the duration of the time periods 𝛿𝑡; their descriptions are 
given in Table 15. On the one hand, the indicators %𝐸𝑖,𝑗 and %𝑂𝑖,𝑗 are the cornerstone for validating 

the prediction of the sector demand at pre-tactical level. On the other hand, the indicators 𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗 and 

𝛿𝑂𝑖,𝑗  are the key for validating the reduction of the uncertainty of the sector demand when the 
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predictability of the aircraft trajectories is increased. 

Table 15. VS4: Key Validation Indicators 

Key Validation Indicator Description 

%𝐸𝑖,𝑗     ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Percentage of predictions that bracket the simulated 
entry count, for each value of the dispersion penalty 𝑑𝑝, 
and each value of the duration of the time periods 𝛿𝑡. 

%𝑂𝑖,𝑗     ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Percentage of predictions that bracket the simulated 
occupancy count, for each value of the dispersion penalty 
𝑑𝑝, and each value of the duration of the time periods 𝛿𝑡. 

𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Average difference between the predicted and the 
simulated entry count, for each value of the dispersion 
penalty 𝑑𝑝, and each value of the duration of the time 
periods 𝛿𝑡. 

𝛿𝑂𝑖,𝑗      ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝒟𝒫𝑉𝑆4, ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝛿𝑡𝑉𝑆4 Average difference between the predicted and the 
simulated occupancy count, for each value of the 
dispersion penalty 𝑑𝑝, and each value of the duration of 
the time periods 𝛿𝑡. 

 

Next, the results of this validation exercise are presented. 

 

6.2 Results 

First of all, the results show a very good agreement between the prediction and the true demand. This 
can be seen in Figure 11, where the predicted and the true entry count are presented for a duration 
of the time period 𝛿𝑡 = 30 minutes and for a dispersion penalty 𝑑𝑝 = 20. The average entry count is 
shown as vertical bars, the minimum and maximum entry counts define the black whiskers, and the 
true entry count is shown as red diamonds. In this example, the true demand lies between the 
maximum and the minimum predicted values for 46 of the 48 considered time periods, that is, for 
95.8% of the time periods. The mean absolute difference between the average demand and the true 
demand is 0.32 flights. 
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Figure 11. VS4: Entry count for 𝛿𝑡 = 30 minutes and 𝑑𝑝 = 20 

 

The Key Validation Indicators for the entry and occupancy counts are presented in Table 16 and Table 
17, respectively, for two values of the dispersion penalty 𝑑𝑝 (0 and 20) and three values of the duration 
of the time periods 𝛿𝑡 (60, 30, and 10 minutes). On the one hand, as it can be seen in the tables, the 
indicators %𝐸𝑖,𝑗  and %𝑂𝑖,𝑗 are above 90% in all cases, exceeding the threshold value, 70%, established 

as validation criteria in Deliverable 5.3 [2]. These high values are a consequence of the good agreement 
between the predicted values of the entry and exit times and the true values of these times obtained 
by NAVSIM. On the other hand, Table 16 and Table 17 also show that the mean average error 
indicator 𝛿𝑂𝑖,𝑗 decreases as 𝑑𝑝 increases; however, 𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗 decreases in some cases (e.g., 𝛿𝐸20,60 <

𝛿𝐸0,60) whereas it increases in some other cases (e.g., 𝛿𝐸20,30 > 𝛿𝐸0,30). Thus 𝛿𝑂𝑖,𝑗  satisfies the 

validation criterion defined in Deliverable 5.3 [2], but 𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗 does it only in some cases. 

Table 16. VS4: Entry count Key Validation Indicators 

 𝛿𝑡 = 60 minutes 𝛿𝑡 = 30 minutes 𝛿𝑡 = 10 minutes 

𝑑𝑝 = 0 
%𝐸0,60 = 100.0 

𝛿𝐸0,60 = 0.28 

%𝐸0,30 = 100.0 

𝛿𝐸0,30 = 0.27 

%𝐸0,10 = 99.3 

𝛿𝐸0,10 = 0.30 

𝑑𝑝 = 20 
%𝐸20,60 = 91.7 

𝛿𝐸20,60 = 0.26 

%𝐸20,30 = 95.8 

𝛿𝐸20,30 = 0.32 

%𝐸20,10 = 97.9 

𝛿𝐸20,10 = 0.33 
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Table 17. VS4: Occupancy count Key Validation Indicators 

 𝛿𝑡 = 60 minutes 𝛿𝑡 = 30 minutes 𝛿𝑡 = 10 minutes 

𝑑𝑝 = 0 
%𝑂0,60 = 91.7 

𝛿𝑂0,60 = 0.46 

%𝑂0,30 = 97.9 

𝛿𝑂0,30 = 0.47 

%𝑂0,10 = 97.9 

𝛿𝑂0,10 = 0.39 

𝑑𝑝 = 20 
%𝑂20,60 = 91.7 

𝛿𝑂20,60 = 0.40 

%𝑂20,30 = 95.8 

𝛿𝑂20,30 = 0.38 

%𝑂20,10 = 97.2 

𝛿𝑂20,10 = 0.35 

 

6.3 Final comments 

Taking into account the previous results, it can be concluded that  

1) the prediction of the sector demand at pre-tactical level when wind uncertainties are 
considered is validated, and 

2) the evidence that the uncertainty of the sector demand decreases as the predictability of the 
aircraft trajectories increases is partially validated (four out of six validation criteria established 
in deliverable D5.3 [2] are satisfied). 
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7 Validation Scenario 5 

7.1 Description 

As stated in Deliverable 5.3 [2], the aim of Validation Scenario 5 (VS5) is to validate: 

1) the prediction of sector demand at tactical level (some minutes before operation) when 
thunderstorm uncertainties are considered, and 

2) the reduction of the uncertainty of the sector demand when the convection risk of the aircraft 
trajectories is decreased. 

As it is done in VS4, the validation is based on the comparison between the predicted sector demand 
and the true demand (the one that would happen in the real world) for a given ATC sector, set of 
flights, and time frame. Because the prediction is performed at tactical level, it is updated at regular 
time steps, every some minutes, according to the updated true position of the aircraft and the release 
of new weather forecasts. 

On the one hand, the true sector demand is computed from the true arrival times, which are obtained 
when the aircraft fly subject to the best estimate of the real atmosphere. In this scenario, the real 
winds are given by meteorological Reanalysis and the real storms by Nowcasts. This true demand is 
computed by NAVSIM simulator, as in VS4. By default, the aircraft follow their reference trajectories, 
but they may be deviated because of the presence of storm cells. The reference trajectories are 
determined 3 hours before take-off time, and are obtained from the trajectory planning algorithms 
developed in Task 4.1 [8]. To generate the deviations trajectories, NAVSIM internally calls the 
deterministic version of DIVMET at regular time steps, as it was described in deliverable D4.3 [1]. 

On the other hand, the tactical prediction of the sector demand is updated every 10 minutes, according 
to the release times of the AEMET Nowcasts considered in TBO-Met. Each time the prediction is 
updated, DIVMET generates 31 possible deviation trajectories for each flight according to the 
methodology developed in Task 4.2 [6]. These deviation trajectories are obtained by randomly 
perturbing the position of the centroids of the storm cells (i.e., incorporating uncertainty into the 
Nowcasts). The deviation trajectories start at the true (real) position of the aircraft and must follow 
the last available intended trajectory. From the different deviation trajectories, different entry and exit 
times to/from the sector are obtained, which lead to the uncertain sector demand, obtained according 
to the methodology presented in deliverable D5.2 [9]. 

In VS5, the LECBLVU en-route ATC sector and 234 flights are considered. The sector demand is analysed 
from 07:30 to 11:00, 19 December 2016. The prediction of the occupancy count is performed every 10 
minutes with forecasting horizons up to 15 minutes. The routes of the flights are obtained for two 
different values of the convection penalty 𝑐𝑝: 𝑐𝑝 = 0 and 0.005 s/m (without and with improved 
convection risk, respectively). In both cases the dispersion penalty parameter is set to 𝑑𝑝 = 0. A 
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complete description of the scenario is provided in Deliverable D5.3 [2]. Note that the final number of 
considered flights is smaller than the number of flights defined in Deliverable 5.3, because during the 
simulations an error in the definition of the scenario was detected and fixed, leading to a different 
number of flights suitable for the validation task. The final list of flights is given in Appendix B. 

In this validation scenario, three Key Validation Indicators are evaluated: %𝑂𝑖,  %𝑂𝑖,𝑘, and 𝛿𝑂𝑖. They 

are described in Table 18 and their mathematical expressions are given in Deliverable D5.3 [2]. On the 
one hand, %𝑂𝑖 and  %𝑂𝑖,𝑘 are used to validate the prediction of the sector demand at tactical level. 
On the other hand, 𝛿𝑂𝑖 is used to validate the reduction of the dispersion of the sector demand when 
the convection risk of the reference trajectories is reduced. 

Table 18. VS5: Key Validation Indicators 

Key Validation Indicator Description 

%𝑂𝑖     ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Percentage of predictions that bracket the simulated 
occupancy count, for each value of the convection penalty 
𝑐𝑝. 

%𝑂𝑖,𝑘      ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝒫𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Percentage of predictions that bracket the simulated 
occupancy count, for each value of the convection penalty 
𝑐𝑝, and for each predicted time period 𝑘. 

𝛿𝑂𝑖      ∀𝑖 ∈  𝒞𝒫𝑉𝑆5 Average difference between the predicted and the 
simulated occupancy count, for each value of the 
convection penalty 𝑐𝑝. 

 

Next, the results of this validation exercise are presented. 

 

7.2 Results 

First of all, the results show a very good agreement between the prediction and the true demand. This 
can be seen in Figure 12 to Figure 14, where the predicted and the true occupancy count are presented 
for three different prediction instants (09:30, 09:50, and 10:10), and for a duration of the time period  
𝛿𝑡 = 1 minute and a convection penalty 𝑐𝑝 = 0. The average occupancy count is shown as vertical 
bars, the minimum and maximum occupancy counts define the black whiskers, and the true occupancy 
count is shown as red diamonds. It can be seen that the prediction usually encompasses the true sector 
demand.  

In Figure 12 to Figure 14 it can be also observed the impact of the storm uncertainty on the prediction 
of the occupancy count. At 09:30 and 09:50 the storm uncertainty greatly affects the prediction, with 
maximum dispersions of up to 5 flights. On the contrary, at 10:10, the impact of the storm is much 
smaller and the uncertainty only affects to one time period. 
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Figure 12. VS5: Occupancy count predicted at 09:30, for 𝛿𝑡 = 1 minute and 𝑐𝑝 = 0 

 

Figure 13. VS5: Occupancy count predicted at 09:50, for 𝛿𝑡 = 1 minute and 𝑐𝑝 = 0 
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Figure 14. VS5: Occupancy count predicted at 10:10, for 𝛿𝑡 = 1 minute and 𝑐𝑝 = 0 

 

The Key Validation Indicators %𝑂𝑖 and 𝛿𝑂𝑖 are presented in Table 19 for the two values of the 
convection penalty 𝑐𝑝 (0 and 0.005 s/m). On the one hand, it can be seen that the indicator %𝑂𝑖 is 
above 90% for both values of 𝑐𝑝, exceeding the threshold value, 70%, established as validation criteria 
in Deliverable 5.3 [2]. On the other hand, it can be seen that the mean average error indicators 𝛿𝑂𝑖 is 
around 0.1 flights, and it is smaller for 𝑐𝑝 = 0.005 s/m than for 𝑐𝑝 = 0, thus satisfying the validation 
criteria.  

The small values of 𝛿𝑂𝑖 are a consequence of having many predictions where the true occupancy 
coincides with the average predicted value, usually when there is no dispersion in the prediction. This 
happens, for example, in the first minutes of every prediction (see Figure 12 to Figure 14), or for further 
lead times if the impact of the storm on the traffic is small (see Figure 14). For 𝑐𝑝 = 0, the true values 
and the average predictions coincide in 66% of the times periods, and for 𝑐𝑝 = 0.005 s/m it increases 
to 77%.  

Table 19. VS5: Occupancy count Key Validation Indicators 

 𝑐𝑝 = 0 𝑐𝑝 = 0.005 s/m 

%𝑂𝑖  96.4 96.7 

𝛿𝑂𝑖 0.12 0.08 
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The percentage of predictions that bracket the true sector demand out of all the computed predictions 
with the same lead time is shown in Figure 15 for the two values of the convection penalty 𝑐𝑝 and for 
lead times from 1 to 15 minutes. In this figure, TP represents the time instant at which each prediction 
is made. It can be seen that the prediction is slightly degraded as the lead time increases, but in all 
cases it is above 70%. One would expect further degradations for larger values of the lead time but, as 
indicated in Deliverable 5.2 [9], increasing the maximum lead time requires to extend the maximum 
forecasting horizon of the Nowcasts. 

 

Figure 15. VS5: Key Validation Indicator %𝑂𝑖,𝑘 

 

7.3 Final comments 

Taking into account the previous results presented in Table 19, it can be concluded that  

1) the prediction of sector demand at tactical level (some minutes before operation) when 
thunderstorm uncertainties are considered is validated, and 

2) the reduction of the sector demand uncertainty when the convection risk of the aircraft 
trajectories is decreased is also validated. 
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8 Conclusions 

The five validation scenarios defined to validate the methodologies developed in TBO-Met have been 
analysed. The validation has been assessed in terms of a large set of 22 different Key Validation 
Indicators, evaluated for different values of the relevant parameters. All of them show the appropriate 
trends and satisfy the imposed thresholds, except for 𝛿𝐸𝑖,𝑗 (KVI defined for the entry count in VS4), 

which only complies partially. 

The overall conclusion is that all the methodologies developed have been validated, namely 

 the robust flight-planning concept considering only wind uncertainties, 

 the robust flight-planning concept considering both wind uncertainties and convective risk, 

 the short-term flight prediction concept considering the uncertain evolution of storms, 

 the sector-demand prediction at pre-tactical level considering only wind uncertainties, 

 the sector-demand prediction at tactical level considering both convective risk and the 

uncertain evolution of storms. 
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Appendix A 

Identifiers of flights simulated in Validation Scenario 4. 

 

 

200102683 

200107246 

200107652 

200107709 

200107939 

200108412 

200108504 

200108527 

200108551 

200108575 

200108872 

200108883 

200108902 

200108916 

200108920 

200109005 

200109018 

200109050 

200109164 

200109292 

200109500 

200109524 

200110024 

200110419 

200110442 

200110782 

200110823 

200111036 

200111099 

200111139 

200111371 

200111638 

200112032 

200112061 

200112212 

200112283 

200112315 

200112330 

200112346 

200112499 

200112543 

200112638 

200112677 

200112755 

200112786 

200112828 

200113027 

200113045 

200113181 

200113316 

200113440 

200113471 

200113591 

200113644 

200113658 

200113701 

200113784 

200113852 

200113868 

200113912 

200114159 

200114163 

200114227 

200114285 

200114318 

200114334 

200114357 

200114364 

200114386 

200114551 

200114560 

200114585 

200114687 

200114759 

200114786 

200114802 

200114858 

200114874 

200114876 

200115110 

200115197 

200115289 

200115372 

200115374 

200115578 

200115645 

200115831 

200116040 

200116053 

200116231 

200116245 

200116331 

200116459 

200116476 

200116596 

200116815 

200117082 

200117218 

200117975 

200118029 

200118394 

200118439 

200118494 

200118619 

200118709 

200118713 

200118765 

200118864 

200118912 

200118981 

200119172 

200119339 

200119432 

200119477 

200119575 

200119605 

200119851 

200119885 

200119889 

200119935 

200120061 

200120138 

200120155 

200120167 

200120332 

200120385 

200120476 

200120480 

200120521 

200120647 

200120812 

200120994 

200120995 

200121239 

200121306 

200121456 

200121572 

200121574 

200121667 

200121848 

200121903 

200121998 

200122033 

200122106 
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200122253 

200122397 

200122546 

200122562 

200122711 

200122744 

200122771 

200123000 

200123117 

200123269 

200123451 

200123701 

200124021 

200124027 

200124074 

200124082 

200124267 

200124294 

200124363 

200124425 

200124426 

200124537 

200124846 

200124862 

200124958 

200125036 

200125352 

200125397 

200125447 

200125507 

200125538 

200125560 

200125575 

200125774 

200125861 

200125916 

200126152 

200126274 

200126493 

200126504 

200126546 

200126629 

200126705 

200126733 

200126784 

200126826 

200126918 

200127048 

200127271 

200127295 

200127298 

200127624 

200127634 

200127771 

200127866 

200127882 

200128075 

200128215 

200128231 

200128273 

200128334 

200128361 

200128418 

200128502 

200128649 

200128667 

200128741 

200128836 

200128895 

200129138 

200129384 

200129490 

200129544 

200129631 

200129714 

200129774 

200129814 

200129917 

200130194 

200130196 

200130247 

200130264 

200130272 

200130535 

200130616 

200130783 

200130827 

200130930 

200131870 

200132420 

200132585 

200132684 

200133000 

200133031 

200133237 

200133340 

200133445 

200133858 

200134327 

200134521 

200134548 

200134688 

200135012 

200135264 

200135406 

200135433 

200136006 

200136489 

200136615 

200136727 

200136733 

200136751 

200136922 

200137048 

200137176 

200137448 

200137456 

200137565 

200137570 

200137579 

200137581 

200137597 

200137747 

200137872 

200137876 

200138165 

200138311 

200138436 

200138458 

200138624 

200138642 

200138658 

200138726 

200138748 

200138768 

200139087 

200139107 

200139118 

200139223 

200139243 

200139421 

200139551 

200139578 

200139667 

200139673 

200139714 

200139808 

200139814 

200139835 

200139853 

200139864 

200139904 

200140015 

200140055 

200140057 

200140531 

200140561 

200140612 

200140657 

200140710 

200140827 

200141043 

200141142 

200141197 

200141336 

200141348 

200141486 

200141561 
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Appendix B 

Identifiers of flights simulated in Validation Scenario 5. 

 

 

203215673 

203215547 

203216395 

203215179 

203216281 

203216306 

203216473 

203216570 

203215991 

203216453 

203216766 

203217151 

203216773 

203216286 

203215988 

203216779 

203215690 

203215587 

203216505 

203215960 

203216108 

203216347 

203216105 

203216372 

203215377 

203216985 

203215857 

203216493 

203216866 

203217330 

203216937 

203217810 

203217328 

203216843 

203215872 

203216870 

203216854 

203217637 

203217690 

203216627 

203217147 

203217478 

203217658 

203217541 

203218001 

203217366 

203218018 

203217703 

203217872 

203217576 

203217670 

203217898 

203217586 

203216972 

203217879 

203217466 

203217489 

203217538 

203217043 

203217601 

203216507 

203218393 

203216980 

203218346 

203218224 

203218300 

203219431 

203220290 

203217058 

203217660 

203220013 

203218476 

203219355 

203219158 

203218276 

203218886 

203220101 

203218749 

203217635 

203214656 

203218362 

203220264 

203215933 

203214699 

203216907 

203218736 

203217930 

203219245 

203219012 

203218962 

203220366 

203216777 

203215232 

203221319 

203219448 

203218881 

203218741 

203218972 

203219596 

203219212 

203217367 

203218602 

203220621 

203217391 

203218481 

203218702 

203219217 

203218122 

203221121 

203220099 

203219253 

203221053 

203220718 

203220094 

203215230 

203221283 

203219433 

203214590 

203220086 

203220660 

203222295 

203222041 

203220680 

203220550 

203220781 

203221005 

203218815 

203217567 

203221355 

203220942 

203220908 

203222657 

203222964 

203221007 

203220764 

203221398 

203217812 

203220617 

203221394 

203221511 

203220955 

203222873 

203221780 

203222154 
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203222476 

203220619 

203221520 

203223345 

203218573 

203221403 

203220750 

203223171 

203221636 

203220742 

203222481 

203219252 

203222326 

203219325 

203222096 

203218478 

203221094 

203223882 

203221376 

203222421 

203223795 

203222180 

203222555 

203220679 

203223107 

203222256 

203222914 

203222364 

203223563 

203222216 

203221667 

203222935 

203222702 

203223412 

203222867 

203222210 

203223257 

203223167 

203224242 

203223231 

203223820 

203222090 

203222860 

203223131 

203223324 

203222814 

203218647 

203222629 

203223169 

203223151 

203224372 

203222644 

203225477 

203214171 

203222662 

203224059 

203222543 

203214058 

203222018 

203223686 

1500046354 

203224073 

203224116 

203223645 

203223105 

203225498 

203222987 

203223900 

203223153 

203225181 

203222962 

203225459 

203222004 

203224396 

203223791 

203224211 

203223649 

203225301 

203223981 

203225848 

203224201 

203224283 

203225271 

203225748 

203224536 

203222620 

203223809 

203224441 

203226284 

203224310 

203225319 

203223657 

203226414 

203224962 

203224596 

203225753 

203223799 

203225027 

203224980 

203222079 

203225169 

203224743 

203220843 

203224229 

203225430 

203226221 

203226517 

203226706 

203224859 

203222412 

203223953 

203224710 

203220334 

203224700 

203222841 

203225236 

203225682 
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